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Introduction

Modern organization theory (Likert, 1967) suggests that leadership

is a ray gal variance in Oeierttlining organization processes or organ-

izational characteristics. Research from the private sector. indicates

that certain configurations of organizational characteristics - particu-

larly leader behaviors - are related to organizational productivity

(Marrow, Bowers, & Seashore, 1967). If the assumption that school

organizatior s are more like those of business and industry is correct,

then there should be predictable relationships between school building

leadership and organizational processes. Despite the lack of generally

agreed upon criteria for measuring educational productivity, acceptance

of the basic assumption regarding schools as organizations has impli-

cations for studying and understanding the effects of leadership on

educational output. Lacking adequate measures of productivity the

relationship between elementary principal leadership style and organ-

izational characteristics of schools was examined.

Theory and Rationale

Theory and research emanating from the social and behavioral

sciences, especially social psychology, support the position that the

concomFolitant fulfillment of individual needs and organizational goals

results in a healthy and productive organization. An example of this

theoretical position is postulated by Bakke. The "fusion process' is

defined by Bakke (1953) as
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...the simultaneous operation of the socializing
process by which the organization seeks to make
an agent of the individual for the achievement of
organizational objectives, and of the personalizing
process by which the individual seeks to make an
agency of the organization for the achievement of
his personal objectives. It is this simultaneous
attempt of the organizatiut L rrakc ever the
individual in its own image, and of the individual
to make over the organization in his own image.
It is a process in the course of which both the
organization and the individual are modified. (p.5)

The fusion process provides a multi-dimensional frame of reference

for viewing organizational processes. This is consistent with social

systems theory and reflects the trend of modern organization theory to

view the system as a whole rather than as a configuration of separate

entities (Getzels, Lipharn, & Campbell, 1968). Further explication of

this position is expressed by Argyris' (1964) "integrative" principle

and "Theory Y" of McGregor (1960).

More recent theory emanating from research on organizational

behavior posits that the nature of interpersonal interaction is critical

in determining how well the organization is able to meet individual

needs (Katz, 1964; Presthus, 1958). Developmental psychology provides

insights into a more precise description of what individual needs are

involved' (Maslow, 1962). AiNgyris (1957) describes seven specific

adult needs of individuals as follows:

The human being in our culture: (1) tends to develop
from a state of being passive as an infant to a state
of increasing activity as an adult... (2) tends to
develop from a state of dependence upon others as
an infant to a state of relati ye independence as an
adult... (3) tends to develop from being capable of
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behaving in only a few ways as an infant to being
capable of behaving in many different ways as
an adult. (4) Tends to develop from having
erratic, casual, shallow, quickly dropped
interests as an infant to possessing a deepening
or interests as an adult...(5) tends to develop
from having a short-time perspective...as an
infant to having a much longer time perspective
as an adult...(6) tends 10 develop from being in
a subordinate position in the farealy and society

infant, to acnirino to occupy at least an
equal and/or superordinate position relative to
his peers. (7) Tends to develop from having a
tack of awareness of the self as an infant to
having an awareness of and control over the self
as an adult... (pp. 3-4)

Research supports the viewpoint that where leadership facilitates

meaningful interpersonal interaction, productivity and job satisfaction

increase. In studies of railroad workers and office; personnel, leader-

ship style was related to productivity (Katz & Morse, 1950; Katz,

et aL, 1951). Similarly, the Hersberg Study (Hersberg, Mauser,

& Snyderman, 1957) supports the view that job satisfaction is related

to interpersonal climate.

Mayor Questions

The relationship between organizational behavior in schoo's and

leadership was investigated in this study. Based upon knowledge and

theory reconstructed from research in the private sector, it is hypoth-

esized that there are significant relationships an4: that those relationships

which promrte interpersonal interaction and fulfillment of adult individual

needs will be accompanied by specific organizational processes and

leadership behaviors. The major questions examined are (a) lore

organizational processes of school organizations related to the leader
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behavior of principals?, and (b) What is the strength of the relationship

between specific organizational dimensions and particular leader be-

haviors?*

Instrumentation

rzi,,h3vicr Lcadcr tchavier or Gtvle is that behavior

measured by the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire -- Form

XII (LBDQ XII). This behavior is reported by teachers and consists

of twelve dimensions or subscu!es. These are defined (Stogdill, 1963,

p.3):

1) Representation-- Representative leaders speak and act as
spokesmen for subordinates.

2) Demand Reconciliation -- Demand reconciliating leaders bring
conflicting demands into accord and reduce disorder.

3) Tolerance of Uncertain -- Leaders who are tolerant of
uncertainty are able to accept indefinite situations and
postpone action without anxiety or upset.

4) Persuasiveness -- Persuasive leaders are convincing, use
arguments effectively, and exhibit strong convictions.

5) Initiation of Structure -- Leaders who initiate structure clearly
deline their own roles and inform subordinates of what is
expected of them.

6) Tolerance of Freedom -- Leaders who arc tolerant of freedom
allow subordinates to exercise initiative, make decisions,
and take action.

The basis of this study was Fred C. Feitler's dissertation, "A Study of
Relationships Between Principal Leadership Styles and Organizational
Characteristics of Elementary Schools." Syracuse University, 1970.
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7) Role Assumption -- Role-assuming leaders actively
exercise the leadership role rather than surrendering
leadership to others.

8) Consideration -- Considerate leaders regard the comfort,
well-being status, and contributions of their subordinates.

9) Production Emphasis -- ProdUction emphasizing leaders
apply pressure for increased output.

10) Predictive Accuracy -- Leaders who are accurate in
prediction have the ability to concretely anticipate outcomes.

11) integration Integrative leaders maintain closely knit
organizations and resolve Inter-member conflicts.

12) Superior Crientation -- Superior-oriented leaders maintain
cordial relations with superiors, have influence with superiors,
and strive for higher status.

The Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire, Form XII, is in its

fourth revision and has been used with military, governmental, business,

labor, university, community, and school leaders. Although it does not

measure all ramifications of leader behavior, it does cover a wider

range of behavior than its predecessor, the LEI.D(a II. The so-called

LBDQ II is well known, with numerous published studies attesting to

its usefulness.

According to Stogdill. (1963), its developer:

It can be used to describe the behavior c
... leaders in any type of group or organ-
ization, provided the followers have had
an opportunity to observe the leader in
action as a leader of the group (or organ-
ization). (p. 1)

Profile of a School - Form "T"

The Profile of a School - Form "T" is a thirty item questionnaire

developed from a fifty-orte item parallel form developed for use in
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business and industry by Rensis Likert (1967) and a thirty-two item

school form authored by Jane and Rensis Likert. The form used in

this study describes processes found in the industrial form with the

simpler format of the Likert school form. The processes described and

the profile generated from the item means provide a composite picture

or typology of the organization of a school.

ne original Organizational profile developed by Likert for the private

sector has been extensively used in business and industry (Likert, 1967).

The results of these studies provide a measure of the reliability and

validity of this instrument. Organizational development activity

described by Likert and measurement of organizational change provide

further evidence to substantiate the construct validity of the industrial

form (Marrow, Bowers, & Seashore, 1931).

The school forms, both that developed by Likert and the version

used in this study, give strong indication that they are similar to the

industrial questionnaire. In a study by Feiner and E3lumberg(1971),

using the Likert form in an organizational development project in a

large urban elementary school, the ability of the instrur .ent to discrim-

inate change in the organization was validated. Further research,

with the adaptation used in this study, also supports the construct

validity of the instrument (Foitler, 1969).

The construct validity of the dimensions of the Profile of a School

were factor analytically tested. The principal axis solution indicated

that there were five primary factors measured by the Profile instrument.
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Inspection of these five factors indicated that these five factors were

descriptive of a central construct, "organizational environment." Con-

tent analysis indicated that this construct was descriptive of the inter-

personal and group processes or behaviors characterizing the organ-

ization. Varimax rotation of the five principal axis factors was per-

formed yielding the following five factors (Feitler, 1970):

Superior-Oriented Dimension - Factor 1 reflects the
nature of t'le interpersonal environment derived from
the behavior of the principal. Factor 1 was called
"Superior Oriented" processes or the Superior-
Orientation dimension, since it includes elements
of both leadership and supervisory processes.

Task-Cooperation Dimension - Factor 2 describes
the quality and amount of cooperation operating in
the school, particularly as it relates to tasks and
goals. This cluster or factor was called "Task-
Cooperation processes or the Task-Cooperation
dim. lion.

Communication-Decision - tvlaking Dimension -
Factor 3 describes the communication processes and
the quality of decision-making in the school. This
factor was named the "Communication-Decision-
Making "processes or the Communication-Decision-
Making dimension.

Socio-Emotional Dimension - Factor 4 focuses on
the friendliness and support present in the school.
This cluster was called the "Socio-Emotional"
processes or the Socio-Emotional dimenaion.

Involvement-Motivation Dimension - Factor 5
concentrates on the effect of involvement in
setting goals and decision-making on the moti-
vation of teachers. This cluster was called
"Involvement-Motivational" processes or the
Involvement-Motivation dimension.

8
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Hypotheses

In an attempt to answer the questions posed above the following

operational hypotheses were tested. To avoid repetition of the same

basic hypothesis for each of the twelve LBDQ subscales as criterion

variable, the operational hypothesis is written in general form with

identification of the twelve LBDQ variables immediately following.

Hypotheses:

H1: (1-12) (Rd= 0)

There is no significant relationship between L.BDQ XII criterion

variable (ireri. 1-12) the. five. 1:)"'F41's ^e

School factors.

1) Representation
2) Persuasion
3) Initiation of Structure
4) Tolerance of Freedom
5) Role Assumption
6) Consideration
7) Production Emphasis
8) Integration
9) Superior Orientation

10) Demand Reconciliation
11) Tolerance of Uncertainty
12) Predictive Accuracy

Sample

The sampin consisted of twenty-three of the thirty-three elem-

entary schools in an urban district in central New York. These schools

were setzted on the basis of their willingness to participate in the study.

All teachers willing to participate from these twenty-three schools were

included in the sample. Seventy-seven percent (414) of the 537 teachers

from these schools provided usable data on their school organization and
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on their perception of the principal's leader behavior. Although certain

data, such as demographic information for the sample used, would

indicate that the sample studied is fairly typical of elementary schools

across the United States, this study does not attempt to justify or

suggest transfer to other populations.

tvethod of Analysis

The TSAR stepwise multiple regression program was used to

analyze data collected through the administration of the Profile of a

School and the LBDQ-XII instruments. Multiple regression is a

procedure whereby the relaionship between the criterion variable and

a set of predictor variables is determined. Stepwise multiple regression

is an extension of typical multiple regression which allows examination

of the effect of each predictor variable as it is added to the regression

equation. In this study the focus was not upon prediction, per se, but

upon the amount of criterion variance (Fill) which could be accounted for

by the predictors. The five factors from the Profile of a School served

as predictor variables and each of the twelve leader behavior subscales

of LBDQ-XII served as a criterion variable. These analyses yielded

information about the prediction of leader behavior given measures of

organizational characteristics and information about the proportion of

variance in perceived leader behavior which could be explained by

organizational characteristics.

10
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Results

Since the regression analysis depends upon the magnitude of

intercorrelation between the predictor and criterion variables, the

overall correlelion matrix is presented in Appendix A.

The results of the regression analyses for Hypotheses 1.1

through 1.12 are presented in Tables 1 through 12 (Appendix E3).

They are interpreted in a stepwise manner. As each Profile factor

is added to the regression equation the coefficient of multiple deter-

mination (R2), the proportion of variance in the criterion explained by

the predictors, increases. The multiple correlation coefficients (R)

ranged from a low of .63 for the criterion variable Predictive Accuracy

to a high of .87 for the criterion variable Consideration. The coeffic-

ient of multiple determination ranged from a low of .40 to a high of .76.

For ten of the twelve hypotheses dealing with perceived .eader behavto,

a significant (pt .05) portion of the variance was accounted for by the

five Profile factors.

The multiple correlation coefficient represents a maximum

correlation between the criterion and a weighted combination of the

predictor variables. In cases where the sample size is small relative

to the population size a correction f small samples is recemmended

(Guilford, 1056). Such a correction eliminates the b'as inherent in

the multiple correlation coefficient. In this study seventy percent of

the selected sample volunteered and participated in the study. Since,

however, school means were the unit of analysis and twenty-three is
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a relatively small sample size the corrected coefficients of determin-

ation (CR2) are also presented in Tables 1-12 (Appendix B). The

range for the corrected multiple correlations was .46 to .83 and for

the corrected coefficients of multiple determination the range was

.22 to .68.

Conclusions and Implications

The results reported as Tables 1-12 (Appendix B) show a

significant relationship between organizational characteristics and

perceptions of leader behavior. Of particular interest are the patterns

of relationships. For example, the Task-Cooperation dimension of the

Profile is significantly correlated (Appendix A) and as a result is the

first wariable added for leader behaviors Representation Persuasion,

Initiation of Structure, Superior Orientation, and Predictive Accuracy.

Likewise, the Superior Orientation dimension of the Profile is related

to leader behaviors Integration, Tolerance of Uncertainty, ano Consider-

ation; and the Involvement - Motivation dimension is related to Toler-

ance of Freedom and Demand Reconciliation.

One interpretation of these data is that the Task-Cooperation

dimension is a reflection of the organizational environment as it

pertains to getting the task done, or in social systems terms it

describes the goal achievement dimension of the organization (Getzels,

Lipham, & Campbell, 1960). Content analysis of the correspondingly

correlated leader behaviors suggests that they are facilitating behaviors,

related to getting the job done, in contrast to those which encourage
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meeting individual adult needs of teachers.

In contrast, the Superior-Orientation and Invo!vement-

Motivation dimensions of the Profile and the correspondingly

correlated leader behaviors, particularly Integration, Consideration,

Tolerance of Freedom and nLmand Reconciliation, reflect a high

degree of concern for the individual and his personal, adult needs.

The behaviors described by the Profile in these dimensions describe

the degree to which the organization maintains itself - particularly

at the interpersonal level.

These results provide support for social systems theory and

the Likert model of organizational management. Not only are leader-

behaviors related to organizational processes of schools, but specific

leader behaviors are related to processes which are interpersc nal

in nature.

Such results appear to have implications for the training of

school leaders. If the participative group model of Likert is desirable

for school organizations, leader behaviors related to interpersonal

and group behavior provide a basis for changing the character of the

school in this direction. Organizational development, leadership

training, and principal selection focusing on these behaviors can and

do (Pettier & Blumberg, 1971) initiate movement of an organization

in this direction. Becvlse the Profile -)f a School a Ki the LBLIGI-XII

provide data regarding specific behaviors, diagnosis, prescription,

and evaluation are facilitated.
13
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This study supported theory about schools as organizations and

analyzed relationships between organizational processes and leader

behavior. The data sugges:. that the Profile of a School Questionnaire

can be used to predict leader behav o'. Further study is needed to

determine the effects of organizational behavior on educational

productivity, job satisfaction, morale, etc.

14
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APPENDIX A

Correlation Matrix for Leader
Behavior and Profile Factors
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Appe,ndix A

TABLE 1

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR LEADER BEHAVIOR
SUBSCALES AND PROFILE FACTORS

SUPERIOR TASK- COMMUNICATION- "SOCIO- INVOLVEMENT
ORIENTED COOPERATION DECISION-MAKING EMOTIONAL MOTIVATIONAL
PROCESSES PROCESSES PROCESSES PROCESSES PROCESSES

Representation -.017 .383* -.332 .133 -.023

Persuasion .2,65 .501" -.022 .219 .315

Initiation of .154 .543*A -.176 .332 .183
Structure

Tolerance of .785*** .273 .68S*** .571** .787***
Freedom
Role -.143 -,356* .204 -.095 -.095

Assumption
Consideration .849*** .575** .471* .573** .675***

Production -.000 .403* .053 .054 .259
Emphasis

Integration ..695*** .607** .247 .642*** .590**

Superior .088 .430* -.321 .370* -.030
Orientation

Detland .504* .354 .259 .502* .592**
Reconciliation
Tolerance of .850*** .400 .S08* .138* .675**
Uncertainty
Predictive .384 .451* .220 .163 .409
Accuracy

* p
4,* pc .01

p< .001
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APPENDIX 8

Step-NNise tVlultiple Regression Tables
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Appendix ER

TABLE 1

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
REPRESENTATION

THE REGRESSION
AND SIFNIFICANCEE

EQUATION

R2

VALUES
OF

FOR

E." VALUEFACTOR ADDED c 122
LEVEL OF
SIGNIFICAN4

(2) Task-Cooperation ,147 (.106) 3.62 N.S.

(3) Communication-
Decision-making .340 (.274) 5,15 .025

(5) InvolvPmen+-Motivation .419 ( 32 7) 4.57 .025

(4) Socio-.Emotional .430 (.365) 4.16 .025

(I) Superior Orientation .490 ( 1340) 3.28 . 05

Table 1 indicates that fifteen percent of the variance in the Representa-
tion subscale is accounted for by the Task-Cooperation dimension of the
Profile. When the Communication-Decision-Making processes are added,
the variance explained increases to thirty-four percent. A total of forty-nine
percent of the variance for Representation is explained by the Profile dimen-
sions.
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Appendix B

TABLE 2

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
PERSUASION AND SIGNIFICANi;E
OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADT)ED

(2) Task-Cooperation

(3) Communication-
Decision -Making

(5) Involvement -Motivation

(9) Socio-Emotional

(I) Superior Orientation

cH2R2

.251 115)

.274 r. 2 01)

. 506 (.428)

.626 (,43)

.627 (, 517)

VALUE

, 7.06

3, 7(.1

5, 30

7.54

5. 73

LEVEL OF
SIGNIFICANCE

.025

.05

01

.01

.01

Table 2 indicates that twenty-five percent of the variance in the
Persuasion subscale is ac "ounted for by the Task-Cooperation dimension of
the Profile of a School. Fifty-one percent of the variance is accounted for
by a combination of the Task-Cooperation, Comn.unication-Decision-Making,
and Involvement-Motivation dimensions.
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isopt.mdix

TABLE 3

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
INITIATION CF STRUCTURE AND SIGNIFICANCE

CF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2

(2) Task-Cooperation

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making

(5) Involvement -Motivation

(1) Superior Orientation

(4) Socio-Emotional

F VALUEI LEVEL OF
SIGNIFICANC

d.80 .01.295 (.261)

.397 (. 337)

.531 (.457)

.512 (.404)

.582 459)

6. tIO I .01

7.16

g. 02

4.74

.01

.01

01

Table 3 inuicates that thirty percent of the Initiation of Structure
variance is accounted for by the Task-Cooperation dimension of the Profile.
A total of fifty-eight percent of the variance is accounted for by the five
Profile dimensions.
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Appendix

TABLE 4

COEFFICIENT OF DE i ERMJNATION VALUES FOR
TOLERANCE OF FREEDOM AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2 R2
c F }VALUE LEVEL 0

IGN1FICANC

(5) Involvement-Motivation .619 (.601) 34.16 .01

(1) Superior Orientation .370 (. 637) 20, 33 .01

(2) Task-Cooperation .709 (, 663', 15.47 .01

(4) Socio-Emotional .711 (. 651) 11. 22 .01

(3) CommJnication-
Decision Making .716 (.633) 8. 58 .01

Table 4 shows that sixty- two percent of the Tolerance of Freedom
variance is explained by the Involvement-Motivaticn dimension of the Profile.
When all five dimensions are added into the regression equation seventy-two
percent of the variance is accounted for.

23
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Appendix B

T1BLE 5

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
ROLE ASSUMPTION AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

...

FACTOR ADDED R2 c R2 F VALTIE LEVEL OF
'1GNIFICANCI

(2) Task-Cooperation .126 t. 84- 0) 3.04 N. S.

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making .217 (.139) 2. ;7 N. S,

(5) Involvement-Motivation .339 (.235) 3.24 N. S,

(4) Socio-Emotional , 4b7 (. 373 4.27 . 025

(1) Superior Orientation . 496 (. 348) S. 35 . 05

Table 5 shows that only thirteen percent of the Rol° Assumption
subscale variance is accounted for by Tisk-Cooperation processes. Fifty
percent of the variance is accounted fur by the five dimensions of the Profile
when they aru included.
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Appendix B

TABLE 6

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
CONSIDERATION AND SIGNV=ICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

f-

FACTOR ADDED t R2
T--

R2 F VALUEc LEVEL OF
1.IGNIFICANCE

fi

(1) Superior Orientation .721 (.708) 54.24 .01

(2) Task-Cooperation .745
r

(.720) 29, 21 .01

(5) Involvement -Ni tivation r .755 (.716 ) 19.52 .01

(4) Socio-Emotional .758 (. 704) 14. 08 .01

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making .760 (.689) 10.78 .01

Table 6 in-11'_ates that a large proportion of the variance in the
Consideration subscale :s acc vented for by Superior Oriented processes of the
Profile. Seventy-two percent is accounted for ty this one dimension;
seventy-six percent of the variance is explained when all five dimensions are
included,



Acpendix B

TABLE 7

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
PP.ODUCTION EMPHASIS AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2
oR2 F VALUE LEVEL OF

IGNIFICANCE

(2) Task -Cooperation .162 ',122) 4,07 N.S.

(1) Superior Orientation .228 (.15: ) 2, 96 N.S.

(5) Involvement -Motivation .411 r. 318) 4.42 . 025

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making .514 (.406) 4. 76 .ol

(4) Socio - Emotional .580 4. 70 .01

Table 7 indicates that foi ty -one percent of the variance in the
Production Emphasis subscale is explained by inclusion of the Task-Cooperation
Superior-Orientation, and Involvement-Motivation dimensions of the Profile.
Fifty-eight percent is accounted fiz by including the remaining tv,oas well,
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Appendix 0

TABLE 8

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
INTEGRATION AI +D SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED
9

R" cR2
F VALUE LEVEL OF

SIGMFICAIN

(1) Superior Orientaticn

(2) Task-Cooperation

(3) Communication-
Decision -Making

(5) Involvement-Motivation

(4) Socio-Emotional

.483

.566

. 620

.683

.683

,,458 )

(.523)

(.560 )

)

(.590)

19.64

13.02

10.34

9.68

7.34

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

'fable 8 shows that forty-eight percent of the variance in the Integration
subscale is accounted for by the Superior-Oriented processes of the Profile
of a School. Sixty-eight percent of the variance is explained when the remain-
ing four dimensions are added.
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Appendix B

TABLE q

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
SUPERIOR ORIENTATION AND SIO:11--ICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2 F VALUE LEVEL OF
IGNIFICANCE

(2) Task-Cooperation .185 ( .146) 4. 78 .05

(3) Communication -
Decision - flaking . 379 ( . 317 ) 6.12 .01

(4) Soda-Emotional 450 ( .363) 5.18 .01

(5) Ini,olvement-Motivation .451 ( .32t)) 3.70 .025

(I) Superior Orientation .451 ( .290) 2.80 N.S.

Table 9 indicates that eighteen percent of the variance in the Superior
Orientation subscale is accounted for by the Task-Cooperation dimension of
the Profile.
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Appendix B

TABLE 10

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
DEMAND RECONCILIATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

---
FACTOR ADDED K2 R2c F VALU LEVEL OF

'IGNIFICANCE

(5) Involvement- Motivation .351 .320) 11. 34 01

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making . 592 ;,551) 14. 51 .01

(2) TaskCooperation .622 ( .562) 10.44 .01

(4) Socio-Emotional .649 ( 571) 6. 34 .01

(1) Superior Orientation .652 (, 550) 6. 38 .01

Table 10 shown that thirty-f ive percent of the variance in the Demand
Recoi, aubscale is explained by the Ini oivement- Motivational processes
of the Profile. vv:Ien all five din,ensirns are included sixty-five percent of the
variance is accounted for.
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Appendix E3

TABLE

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION VALUES FOR
TOLErZANCE OF UNCERTAINTY AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2 R2
c F VALU SIGINIIRCTIO

(1) Superior Orientation .640 (.623) 37.43 .01

(4) Socin-Emotional . 666 (;f43) 19. 96 .01

(3) Communication-
Decision-Making .672 (.620) 12.99 .01

(5) Involvement-Motivation .690 (.621) 10. 04 .01

(2) Task-Cooperation .693 (.603) 7. 6? .01

Table II shows that sixty-four percent of the Tolerance of Uncertainty
variance is accounted for by the Superior-Orientation dimension of the Profile
of a School,
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Appendix B

TABLE 12

COEFFICIENT OF DErERMINATION VALUES FOR
PREDICTIVE ACCURACY AND SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

FACTOR ADDED R2 F VALU LEVEL OFcR2 GN1FICANCE

(2) Task-Cooperation .204 (.166) 5.39 .05

(5) In. olvement -Motivation .247 ,c.172 ) 3.28 N.S.

(4) Socio-Emotional .284 (.171 ) 2.51 N.S.

(3) Communication-
Decision Making . 386 (.250) 2. 81 N.S.

(1) Superior Orientation .39:' (.222 ) 2.26 N.S.

Table 12 shows that tivent). peit-:,;nt of the ariatice in the Predictive
Accuracy sLbscale is accounted for by the Task-Cooperation processes;
and only forty percent is explained by addition of the reniainiiip four
dimensions of the Profile,
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Profile of a School Questionnaire
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Appendix C

Name

FilC`FILE OF A STOOL
(Form "7")

Instroctions for Tedoerat

1. On the lines below each item, please place an "n" at the point which, in dour experience, describes your
school at the present time Q2 . new). Treat each horizontal line as a centinu.im from the extreme at one
end to the extrane at the other, i.e., Jo rot thirk cf the vertical ilnLs as barriers.

2. In addition, please place en "1" cn each line at the point which, in tour op_121cn, describes your school
as you world ideally lire it to .oe (1 = ideal).

3. Since each teacher sari stude,,t differs cne Crux the other, anaer the questions as describing the Average
situation or reaction.

Mactthi by Fred C. hcItler from Jane Gthten likert and Renal& Likert. AJ.,Ftcd from The liJman Orvnirett21!
Its KanaKer.nt AniAl_ha ly Fells!! likert. Copyright (c) 1967 Sy It,:Oraw-hill. Inc.. ly fec:tf`si.:1 cf
McGraw-Hill Beek Gorp c, Inc. ho fuethcr reproduction or et.tritHtton authcrize3 without per-tAsion cf
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i:ew often is your primcipal's Rarely Sometimes Of tun Very frequently
behavior seen as friendly and
suppot:tive by teachers: [ : : : L_ :

How much cenfidence and trust A great deal Snr,srantial areast Se:a
dces your principal have in
his teachers?

.5or very much

: : : 2

Hew mach confidence ad trust ht very. much Sc T,C, ac ia ao.,.-uar A great deal
do yea have In your p,rircipal 7 I_ : : : : : : 3

how free do ycu feel to talk Very !rut
to the principal about acadenAc
natters, .5,10'. as fev.r6c contunt,

instructianal

/methc,ds, your s:er'e, etc.? . .

Rather free

K,Le c f ten are your ideas SJ,J,ght Rsro1 Soc iso Of t sn

and used by the principal. about
academic matters?

W],at is the direetica of 07e
tic'.' cf I:in:ration oh it:

a. acadcmic ratters?

h. r-ccaler:c schcol
Trittcri?

Are cutr,:"Ica t ons

accepted?

Ecw aceavaLe is t.pu.ard
ccnn-anicati,n?

Dcwmu.ard f rem

princil .1 iv'

reccher t

student

t ly

I :1: H

Inc Ni very free

L

Vury frequently

up und betveen
teachers and admInfs-

tracers

:I::::1::::I 7

air. Usua]ly 6cntec!, Sc77.e acceptai, in the surface,
Accer t , . J . 1 f n to: t r t r u s co.,atiena- sn:e r.C5 u*i tio yes Secretly,
ote-yly ca-Silly ly no. Vitwed with
e let t1,ned zrtuat sut;.icien

_

ua 11'

inachur. r:

or Iccui itt a,cnr6te Accurate

7
.

: ; : : : : 1 9. . .

'or r h,j.ii Ver. il .irte sell Father uril Oct very sell
tit preblccs falea

teacLcts:
; _

1 : : : (

eo yea try ta he R%rcly Sa.;:.1!7es tten y treq:ently

frierc'iy and su;p:-rtrve in:

7rirti7al? : : ; : _

h. otner teae',ers, ; : : : I : : 1 : : ; : I 12
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What is the eca:acter and
amount of interaction in
yGur 5cho.J1:

a. between principal and
teachers:

b. anong teachers?

Pow anich, cooperative teaDwerk
is present in your school
ay.c.ag principal, teachers,

students?

At what level are decisions
ode about school ratter:),
such es coarse cantent,
instructional plans,
teaching methods, student
bebavior, stalest
etc.?

is decision-raking in :ot
sccol based ea :.an-cc-Tal
or a croup rattcrn of
operation?

In general, '.hat does the
dceisfcn-raking process
contribute to the do ice
of tea- .hers and stndont,

to do a good j,o:.?

Extensive, frie:ndly :federate inter- Little inter- Little infer-
interaction, virh actin:; often nitl. action; principal actica; usually
high degree of fair anent of and toan'ner witl, fear =and
confidence and trust cecfideacc nd gust r,oi-,taro distrust

drotance fret, one
another

Ve::, little

item
tie.

1 L 14

Kclatf:ely lictIc Xod,:race onount Very sabstsntial
co,,aunt throughout

L- J : : : _LA 15. .

Ibroxeloat school, 8redi pc/icy at Policy at tcp.; Eulk at top; by
Friocipol, teachers, top; -..ore specific specifld decisions principal or
C:1.7 sthients pant- c:.:(i5lir=: lc loyer by tea,iers. Lut superirtendont
nipoting in dectisn; levol: eb,:olly checked by of col'cols
affecting them la-inoina/ beicre

- L
tio,

16

Yan-tcr-":11 c.71Y '1,11-to-,n LirEcly gaup
entlan y .J 2t

1 1 : : 1 : : _1 i

ofic7i t n

To vhot extent arc O' vision C.cncrally

swot( of t! -.c vrchlu-s of aware
teibbersi

..'.,sdcrate1y :tnior sere, 0:ten uroare
una..are ot n_h-,'a or only par-

tially ayorr

In what extent are tcschcts ;st of ;a1:.: l.11- .voiced
in iC0151,:.0.5, ,ultcd in 111 decisions

related to Creir ytr0

"nolds big' perfot-,arc
goals for your school?

Fric:ral. -cot
ti40,CV.,,, sore

_toile -as

1
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Sc', tc:,,rezt
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Itex
No.

Who feeLn responsible fcr 7rinciga1 cr.'s? Plincol and 6C,7.e. i'17:11)-ai. :uost Principal, teachers,
achieving high perfortr.ance reals c:rs, ao!r,e students
goals? sc,-ttnts

How much secret rosistance
is thero to achieving high
performonce goals?

In what manner are goals
established?

L_

Little or CG
resistance and
muoh cooperation

re,ls[ar(c
sco aotfe

cec;.eratiom

Issued by schA.nis- Cole issued;
trsfors to.chers may

Mmicrato re=istatce cesistanze

(josh., lestted

6ifo: dist:ussiol
coaclters

Goals usually
establielAd by
group participation

L : 1 . :

What is the level of pertormence FxtreTely high Very hie,,h goals lligh goals Average goals
godIJ which administrators seek goals
to hors the school achieve?

Wat 16 the general attitude cf Strongly favorable
teachers toward your school ;ss a
Place to work?

1:cw are teaCoers sotivated in
your achoon

Fray, Cr.rei.,
ccoas oct,al. Cr ToCcn-

l'inll reiido

ro rotivatior.51 forces conflict htarked conflict Conflict ofto;.
'nth or reinforoc ore another? of forces rolt.eing, act:16; OCa-

ti:-avicr in EIJ:4.l si.:.1Aly forces
of the school's wIll roinfercc
goals esch other, at

palflully

Pc often are attit,?es
tovard other tcachers
favorable and ccotcrative,
vith muttal ecnt:d.:n(c thd

rteh sttlnrsction is
frco., sspstvision

t,schers noelve?

Scoetimos hostile, otile

:«z,fon31 based

ani w groop par-
scro. ifs.olveh.en: tici7ation sad

irt.flvnct in
se'tlng gains,
In,:roving thods,
ai.rafaing pro-
gress toward goals,
ete.

Sc cohilict, Lut Motivational forces
e: . r.otlsatico.11 generally reirforce
d. roes will rcln- cach other In suls-

f,roe c4oh other st,..ntial and :unu-

lative manrer

I I t

high e'grce cf Some trust and
confideoce ami trust oeo;eratioeness

Fone dItr,;st 1:re.-,:ent hostility

I : : : : :

Hich satistfoa ho i5t atts- Echo flisatisfa7- UsJsIly dissatis-
faction tion

r111

_

1..


